We provide a method for automatically extending small-strain state-update algorithms and their correspondent consistent tangents into the finite deformation range within the framework of multiplicative plasticity. The procedure, when it applies, operates at the level of kinematics and, hence, can be implemented once and for all independently of the material-specific details of the constitutive model. The versatility of the method is demonstrated by a numerical example.
INTRODUCTION
Fully implicit finite element methods applied to elastoplastic solids can prove advantageous in applications in which the stress and deformation paths remain nearly proportional. Under these conditions, implicit methods can significantly speed up the calculations by enabling the use of larger time steps than otherwise permitted by their explicit counterparts. Implicit methods which seek to exactly satisfy equilibrium, compatibility and some suitable state-update rule at every load increment were formalized by Hughes and Taylor l for the viscoplastic solid, and by Simi> and Taylor 2 for the rate-independent solid. A Newton-Raphson solution of the resulting incremental non-linear equations requires the formulation of so-called 'consistent tangents', obtained by direct linearization of the state-update algorithm l .
For small strains, it is straightforward to compute the consistent tangents for a number of widely used constitutive relations, such as J 2-tlow theory, a variety of pressure-sensitive formulations, including the Drucker-Prager and Gurson models 4 , and others. In the finite deformation range. however, the need to linearize the finite kinematics renders the analytical computation of the consistent tangents exceedingly cumbersome. In this paper we show, however, that for a broad class of models it is possible to extend small-strain implicit updates into the finite deformation range within the framework of mul!iplicative plasticity by operating entirely at the level of kinematics. Consequently. the method of ex.tension can be implemented once and for all independently of the material-specific details of the constitutive description. In addition. the finite consistent tangents follow from their small-strain counterparts by recourse to purely kinematical material-independent manipulations. The versatility of the method is demonstrated when we develop a numerical application in some detail.
GENERAL FRAMEWORK
Consider a solid initially occupying a reference configuration 8 0 , and a process of incremental loading whereby the defonnation mapping over 8 0 changes from tPn, at time In' to tPn +1 := tPn + u, at time In+ 1 = l" + At. We enforce equilibrium at time t,,+ I weakly by recourse to the virtual work principle:
where PIt + 1 denotes the first Piola-Kirchhoff stress field at time tIl +I' fIt +1 and t n +1 are the corresponding body forces and boundary tractions, respectively, 'I is an admissible virtual displacement field, and V o denotes the material gradient. Assume for now that we have determined a rule to update the stress field of the general form:
p .. 1 = P(F"+I; state at (",At)
where the defonnation gradients (3) are assumed given. Inserting (3) and (2) into (l) one obtains: f p(VOflll+l; state at l",At):Vo'ldVo -Jf"+l·"dV o -f t"+l·"dS o = O· (4) ~ ~o~ which defines a set of non-linear equations which can be solved for the updated defonnation mapping fin +I' If one chooses to solve (4) by means of a Newton-Raphson iteration, the linearized problem for the incremental displacements takes the form:
ISo vo,,:I.+I:VoudVo -forcing terms = 0 (5) where the 'consistent tangents' 1,,+ I follow by linearization of the stress update (2) as:
,,+1
Alternatively, the linearized virtual work principle (5) can be expressed in spatial form as:
ISo V'I:kn+I:VudVo -forcing terms:= 0
where V is the spatial gradient operator and the spatial consistent tangents k are defined as:
Whereas for smal.1 strains the computation of the consistent tangents reduces to a straightforward exerClse for many commonly used models, in the finite deformation range the ca\culatio~s are consid~rably more cumbersome. The aim of this paper is to provide a means of extendmg small-stram updates and consistent tangents to the finite deformation range by operating strictly at the level of kinematics.
SMALL-STRAIN FORMULATION
We begin by outlining the computational formulation of small-strain plasticity which we seek to extend into the finite deformation range. Further details and properties of the small-strain theory adopted here can be found elsewhere 5 • 6 • As in the preceding section, we concern ourselves with the incremental analysis of a solid, now presumed to undergo small deformations. Under these conditions, the distinction between deformed and reference configurations becomes spurious, the first Piola -Kirchhoff stress tensor reduces to the Cauchy stress tensor tI, and the deformation is fully described by the small-strain tensor 8. The equations governing the small-strain constitutive behaviour of an elastoplastic solid can be formulated and discretized as follows:
Constitutive:
Jncrementa/:
e..+ I =: <+ I + <+ I (9) i P ::= e"r(tI, q) a:+ I =6:
~~ where a' is the plastic strain tensor, q is some suitable (model dependent) set ofintemal variables, h are the hardening moduli, e' is an effective plastic strain, I/> is an effective overstress, and" is a scalar viscosity parameter. Equation (9) represents the conventional additive decomposition of strain into elastic and plastic components; (10) is the flow rule; (t I) is the elastic response, which we allow to be non-linear; and (12) and (13) are the hardening and viscosity laws, respectively. We note for later reference that (9) and (10) can be combined to give: (14) where the elastic predictor (15) gives the elastic strain which would result from a purely elastic step. The rate-independent limit of the constitutive relations can be obtained by letting" --.0, i.e., as the inviscid limit, in which case the requirement that t' < co necessitates:
throughout plastic loading. This is the yield criterion ofrate-independen~ plasticity, ~hich re~l~ces the viscosity law (13) of viscoplasticity. The yield criterion and the 10adlOg/un~oad1Dg conditions can be expressed in Kuhn-Tucker form as the requirement that the constramts:
I/>~O, t'~O, ",t"=O (17) be simultaneously satisfied at all times. In the rate-independen~ ~imit, th~ flow ru.le. 
A. CUITINO "ND M. ORTIZ
As is evident from the discretization of the constitutive equations adopted in (9 )-(13), we shall confine our attention to the backward·Euler or fully-implicit update algorithm. Several popular schemes. such as the radial return7-11, operator-splitting and return-mapping algorithms t2 -
14
, are closely related to the backward-Euler method. Furthermore, the backward-Euler method possesses some unique properties which set it apart from all other update rules, such as: it satisfies the yield criterion identically in the rate-independent limit; it is unconditionally stable in the sense of defining a contractive (resolvent) mapping 12; it preserves the symmetries of the constitutive relations, in the sense of giving rise to symmetric consistent tangents whenever the flow rule is associative 6 ; for rate-independent associative plasticity, it maximizes the incremental work of deformation, and satisfies the constitutive equations exactly along maximal strain paths for some restricted class of hardening rules 6 • As in the finite deformation case, the discretized equations (9)-( 13) implicitly determine the updated value of the stress tensor in the form:
6.+ 1 = a(£.+I; state at t.,At) (18) The appropriate definition of consistent tangent is, then 3 : oa fi.+ I == --('.+ I; state at t., At) (19) oa. + I and the corresponding linearized virtual work equation is identical to (7) with kreplaced by fi.
The aim of the remainder of the paper is to provide a material-independent prescription for extending the update in (9)-( 13) into the finite deformation range. Before taking up these matters, however, we describe in some detail a commonly used model which illustrates the class of constitutive relations which can be treated by the method of extension, and which will subsequently be used in the numerical example. Specifically, we consider a solid obeying J 2 flow theory with isotropic power-law hardening and power-law viscosity. We further assume the elastic response to be linear and isotropic. Introduce the customary hydrostatic-deviatoric decomposition of stress p =(lu/ 3, (20) and the effective Mises stress: (21) The model is then defined by setting;
i~ (9)- ( 13) . Here. A. and IJ. are the Lame constants, m is the rate-sensitivity exponent, (10 is the yield stress, and the flow stress 9 is given by: g = (10(:; + I)1/ . (25) where eg is a reference plastic strain and n is the hardening exponent. A reference plastic strain rate defined as t& = C1o/tl is sometimes used in lieu of the viscosity tl. The discretized equations can be combined to define a single scalar equation for t P , which can be solved by a local Newton-Raphson iteration. A trite but straightforward calculation gives the consistent tangent (19) in the form: (26) where one writes (27) (28) e..
Of.n + I
We note that, for f/> as in (24) , v is collinear with r and the consistent tangents (26) are symmetric.
Ortiz and Martin
6 have given general conditions for the fully-implicit consistent tangents to be symmetric which, for isotropic hardening, reduce to the collinearity of v and r. Ortiz and Martin 6 have noted that materials for which the fully-implicit consistent tangents are symmetric naturally generalize the concept of associative plasticity to the rate-dependent solid.
FINITE DEFORMATION FORMULATION
Next we adopt a standard formulation of finite deformation plasticity based on multiplicative kinematics. Details on the historical background and physical basis of the theory may be found elsewhere ' s. The governing constitutive equations and their discretized counterparts can be written as:
Equation (31) embodies the assumption that the deformation gradients F admit a multiplicative decomposition into elastic and plastic parts, F' and P. respectively. The plastic part FP of the deformation gradient field defines an additional (generally incompatible) configuration B" or intermediate configuration. We shall use an overbar to identify fields defined over the intermediate configuration.
Equation (32) is the plastic flow rule which. as stated here, determines FI' fully. The manner in which the flow rule is discretized is an essential part of the method of extension, and consists of taking the plastic flow direction R to be constant throughout the increment and equal to its final value I . This reduces the flow rule to a system of linear equations for FP with initial conditions F;'\he euct solution of which is given by the exponential mapping in (32) .
Without I;~s of generality, we express the elastic response (33) in terms of logarithmic elastic strains (1/2) log Ce, where
is the elastic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor. The stress measure S in (33) Finally. E' is an effective plastic strain, cJ) is an effective overstress, and f1 a viscosity parameter. We remark that, by expressing the flow rule, elastic response and hardening laws on the intermediate configuration, the formulation automatically satisfies material frame indifference.
Equations (31)- ( 35) define a system of non-linear equations which, for given F" +I' can be solved for the updated state variables S,,+ I' Q,,+ I' F~+ I' as well as for liE'. As in the small-strain case, it is possible to reduce the system to a single equation for Ae', which can be solved by recourse to a local Newton-Raphson iteration. The consistent tangents (6) or (8) follow by linearization of (31 )- ( 35), which entails considerable difficulty in the general case. Next we show, however. that in many cases update algorithms and tangents implemented in small strains can be readily extended to the finite deformation range in a manner consistent with the constitutive and algorithmic framework expressed in (31)- (35) .
METHOD OF EXTENSION
The key step in establishing a formal connection between the finite deformation formulation (31 )- ( 35) and its small-strain counterpart (9)- ( 13) is as follows. Inserting the discretized flow rule (32) into (36) , the elastic right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor can be written as: 
which is identical. to the s~all-strain kinematic relation ( 14) . Aconsequence ofthis correspondence IS that the relatIOns whIch determine S,,+ I' Q,,+ I and !it' in terms of the predictor strains ~ I /2).'og ~:~ 1 are i~ntica! to t~ose arising in small-strains from (9)- ( 13), provided that the IdentificatIOn of vanables lIsted JO Table I is effected. The full finite deformation update comprises three steps;
(i) Prep~ocessor step. Comput~ the predictor logarithmic elastic strains (1/2) log C:t 1 from the gIven updated deformation gradients F"+1 as in (39). Set 8:~1 equal to (l/2)logC:t l' Identify (1" with S" and q.. with Q". It bears emphasis that the steps preceding and following the small-strain update are purely kinematic in nature, and, hence, material independent. Thus, when it applies, the above procedure provides a material-independent prescription for extending small-strain updates into the finite deformation range within the framework of multiplicative plasticity.
Next we turn our attention to the conditions under which the method of extension applies.
The key assumption leading to (40) is that the plastic flow direction H n + 1 commutes with the predictor C:t l' Because of the symmetry of C:t l' this immediately requires that R. 
where the scalar functions {),\> ),2' A.3} of se need not be isotropic. Thus, the direction of plastic flow r regarded as a function of (s", q), while restricted to be of the form (41), can still possess some measure of anisotropy. It bears emphasis that these requirements place no restrictions on the elastic relation ( 11 ), which can be specified arbitrarily. In particular, the elastic response can be anisotropic. Next we show how the consistent tangents (6), or in spatial form (8) , can be recovered from their small-strain counterpart (19) by means of material-independent kinematic manipulations.
To simplify writing, we drop the subindex n + I from the expressions with the understanding that all quantities, unless otherwise stated, correspond to time t•• l' A lengthy but straightforward calculation gives the following expression for the finite deformation spatial tangents: 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
We consider the problem of the interaction and eventual coalescence between a blunting semi-infinite crack and a cylindrical hole in a plastically defonning solid. Void growth and coalescence is known to be a principal mechanism of ductile Fracture in metals 17-23. A common situation is one in which the voids are nucleated by fracture or decohesion of inclusions and subsequently grow as the surrounding material strains plastically. The rate of growth of the voids is accelerated by the blunting of the crack tip, which has the effect of raising the level of hydrostatic stress at the location of the void. The final stages of coalescence may be aided by the development of sheets of smaller voids nucleated from precipitate particles or carbides. The experimental evidence shows that the fracture toughness of metals depends on the size and spacing of void nucleating second phase particles20. 24-21. An approximate analysis of the growth of a spherical void before a blunting crack was given l8 by Rice and Johnson . The analysis was based on earlier results by Rice and Traceyl9 pertaining to the growth of an isolated spherical void in an ideally plastic material. Rice and Johnson lB used Rice and Tracey's29 solution with the remote fields identified with the local stress and deformation fields computed from a slip line solution of a void-free blunting crack. Rice and 2B Johnson were able to estimate values of the crack tip opening displacement (COD) for fracture initiation which were in good agreement with experiment. Aravas and McMeeking JO analysed numerically the interaction between a blunting crack and cylindrical holes located directly ahead or the crack and at an angle to the crack plane. Later, McMeeking and Hom 31 analysed the three-dimensional interaction between a blunting crack and a spherical void. Their estimates of the COO at fracture initiation are in good agreement with experimental data for materials containing loosely bonded elongated and equiaxed inclusions, respectively. Because the problem of void growth before a blunting crack has been thoroughly studied in the past by analytical and numerical means, it affords a convenient test ofthe numerical method developed in this paper.
The constitutive description adopted in the calculations is the J 2 flow theory model with isotropic power-law hardening and power-law rate dependence summarized in (20) Figure   I shows the initial finite element mesh, which comprises 1137 nodes and 528 6-node triangular elements with three quadrature points per element. An assumed strain method 15 is adopted to the crack tip to its centre is 10-2 R, leaving an initial ligament o~ size O.9Xo' Tractlon-free boundary conditions are imposed on the crack and hole surfaces, and dIsplacements of the form:
j2ilVl;
corresponding to a mode I elastic K-field (see, e.g. Rice
32
) are prescribed on the remote boundary.
Here the applied stress inlensity factor K plays the role of a loading parameter, whereas uj ( 0) defines the distribution of prescribed displacements over the boundary r = R. The symmetries of the problem then permit the analysis to be reduced to the upper half plane. The prescribed displacements at the remote boundary are applied at the uniform rate of K = 2.5t~O'oJR.
A maximum load of (K,/(Jo)2 /(X 0 -R o ) = 450 is attained in 400 steps, at which point the maximum effective plastic strain r.P is of the order of 25 (2500%). The maximum increments of effective plastic strain per step are of the order of 0.0625 (6.25%), which is significantly larger than normally allowed by explicit forward-gradient methods. The final COD and hole areas are roughly 42 and 16 times their initial values, respectively. As expected, the convergence of the Newton-Raphson equilibrium iterations is quadratic and, typically, 5 iterations suffice to reduce the residual to 10 -9 its initial magnitude. Figure 2 shows the contours of effective plastic strain at various stages of deformation. Initially, the crack and the void interact weakly, so that the fields surrounding the crack tip and the void are strongly reminiscent of those for a void-free crack and an isolated void, respectively. Eventually, the plastic zones merge and crack and void begin to interact strongly. InitiallY, the void deforms into a roughly elliptic shape, and the crack tip remains rounded. Interestingly. this pattern changes markedly in the final stages of coalescence, during which the crack tip takes on a 'V-shaped' opening profile which indents the void which is no longer convex. At the same time, the ligament between crack tip and void narrows steadily to a small fraction ofits initial size.
As an aid in displaying the results of the calculations, we introduce the following parameters. Recall that the prescribed remote displacements are given by the elastic K-field solution (49). Define the load P conjugate to 14/(0) as: (51) where". = cost 0)'"2 = sin( 0), are the components of the normal to the remote boundary r = R. P can be conveniently normalized by its linear elastic value:
Thus, initially P/ Po ~ I, with P/ Po increasingly deviating from I as plasticity sets in. Figure 3 shows the variation of P/ Po vs. the dimensionless load parameter (K / (J )2/(X -R o ) for three different problems. Shown in green is the solution for the crack and th: void. Plotted in red is the response of the same crack without the void. Finally, the blue line represents the response of a longer crack initially having its tip at Xl = 1.05X0' i.e., half way between the centre of the void and its farthermost end. In all cases, the remove K-field is centred at the origin. As is evident from the Figure, . ',5. and void may also be appreciated from Figures 4a and 4b , which show the level contours of effective plastic strain for the crack/void system and the void-free crack for incipient loading. The crack-tip fields are scarcely affected by the presence of the void. GraduaUy, as the void and crack begin to interact strongly, the response of the crack/void system approaches that of the longer void-free crack: (Figure 3 ._,
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I.G". void-free longer crack, whereupon the crack may be considered to have grown by a distance &a which is determined to be roughly equal to 1.05X 0-This value of l1a was determined by trial and error so as to obtain the best possible convergence between the responses of the crack/void system and the extended crack. Figures 4c and 4d show the level contours of effective plastic strain for the crack/void system and the void-free extended crack beyond the point of coalescence. As may be seen, both fields are virtually identical, confirming that the crack-void system is behaving essentially as a slightly longer void-free crack. Other important relations are those between the load and the geometrical dimensions of the crack tip and the hole. Various criteria for coalescence have been formulated in terms of these 33 26 quantities 28
• , which are also frequently adopted as a vehicle for reporting experimental data lS . , Figure 6 shows the variation of the crack opening displacement 2b, the hole dimensions r l and 
CONCLUSIONS
A method has been given which enables small-strain plasticity models and updates to be extended into the finite deformation range within the framework of multiplicative plasticity. The method operates at the level of kinematics and, consequently, is independent of the material-specific details of the constitutive description. For the method of extension to apply, the small-strain model is subject to certain restrictions on the plastic ftow direction, which is required to be of the form (41). This representation allows for some measure of anisotropy in the plastic ftow direction regarded as a function of the elastic strains. In addition, the elastic response can be chosen arbitrarily and, in particular, it can be fully anisotropic. Then, even if the direction of plastic ftow is chosen to be an isotropic function of the elastic strains, which is a special case of (41), it still is an anisotropic function of the stresses. In this case, the plastic anisotropy is directly inherited from that of the elastic response, a proposition not without physical appeal. The finite deformation model obtained by the method of extension is one in which the plastic spin is zero. This is appropriate as a constitutive assumption in circumstances where texturing effects are not important. In conclusion, the method of extension developed in this paper, when applicable, simplifies the implementation of finite deformation plasticity models, by allowing state updates and consistent tangents to be formulated in small strains.
